From Economic Theory to Practice

Celebrating 10 years of the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration at the University of Debrecen

Programme of Events
November 13th, 2010

9.00-9.10 Welcoming Address - János Kormos, Dean of the Faculty

9.10-12.10 Lectures (President of the Forum: István Polónyi, University Professor (DE))
9.10-9.30 László Csaba, University Professor (DE, CEU, BCE):
What market are we in, and what to be in?

9.30-9.50 Balázs Hámori, University Professor (BCE) and Katalin Szabó, University Professor (BCE):
Questions without answers and answers without questions in the teaching of economics

9.50-10.10 István Mustó, Honorary Lecturer (DE):
Do we understand what we can measure? – Structures and processes in a rapidly changing world

10.10-10.30 Comments and debate

10.30-10.50 Coffee Break

10.50-11.10 Beáta Farkas, Associate Professor (SzTE):
Is economics the servant of business studies?

11.10-11.30 Péter Pete, University Professor (ELTE):
What and how to teach, and what and how not to? Failures in teaching the basics of economics

11.30-11.50 Gyula Fülöp, Associate Professor (DE, ME):
New values and approaches in the teaching of management studies

11.50-12.10 Comments and debate

12.10-14.00 Buffet Lunch

14.00-16.00 Round Table Debate (President of the Forum: Csaba Makó, University Professor (DE))
14.10-14.25 László Ábrahám, Managing Director (National Instruments):
Why should I get a degree?

14.15-14.40 Anna Dedéné Novotni, CEO (Hajdu Hajdúsági Ipari Ipari Zrt.):
Demand – Supply – in Harmony?

Future challenges in employment – the example of the business services sector.

14.55-15.10 Ferenc Miklóssy, President (Hajdú-Bihar Megyei Kereskedelmi és Iparkamara – Hajdú-Bihar Chamber of Commerce and Industry):
Competitive society – competitive knowledge

15.10-16.00 Comments and debate

16.30-18.00 Celebratory Session of the Faculty Board
Grzegorz W. Kołodko, University Professor, Director (TIGER, Warsaw), doctor honoris causa (DE):

Globalization, Crisis and What Next